7th ITIS-Welcome Day at the L3S

On April 15th 2015, the L3S hosted the seventh ITIS-Welcome Day in Hannover. Among new and advanced students from the four cooperating universities Göttingen, Clausthal, Braunschweig and Hannover, also professors, research assistants as well as L3S employees followed the invitation. A mix of competent contributions, poster presentations and discussions completed the program. It was the shared aim to answer open questions and to offer a first get to know each other.

Opened by Professor Sven Hartmann (ITIS Dean of Studies) with encouraging words a tight program consisting of both structure and organization of the ITIS master program let through the day.

As a key point of the day, three ITIS students presented their interesting projects and thesis via poster sessions:

- Alberto Rivera Diaz – A Study of the Energy Efficiency of Information Centric Networking
- Rashmi Kodihalli – Development and Implementation of pattern matching algorithm to detect roadwork from motion data
- Oswald Yinyeh – Analyzing and Implementing Query Generalization in a NoSQL Data Store

After a lunch break it was the turn of the new ITIS students to introduce themselves and be cordially received by their fellow students. Following the lectures of professors and research assistants during the first bloc, the advanced ITIS students now used the opportunity of introducing themselves and telling about their different experiences.

With coffee and cake professors and students engaged in nice conversations; eventually the seventh ITIS Welcome Day ended in the late afternoon as harmoniously as it had begun.

So, thank you very much to all the participants for the lovely day and see you on the next Welcome Day!